
THE MARK OF THE BEAST SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 
ALREADY TRACKING YOUR EVERY MOVE
Our daily habits — when we wake up, how we get to work, what we like to watch when we get hom
tracked by dozens of...

by Geoffrey Grider August 5, 2013

The 666 Surveillance System Is Already Up And Functioning

The Antichrist may not yet have made his appearance on the world stage, but
the system that he will use to keep tabs on each and every human being is
already in place and growing more sophisticated with each passing day. The
bible says this:

“And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of
the beast, or the number of his name.” Revelation 13:17

After the Rapture of the Church, the bible tells us that a wicked ruler will be on
the scene, he is called the Antichrist. This man will be powered by the spirit of
Satan Himself, but will not be completely supernatural until after his deadly
head wound and subsequent rising from the dead. So he will need an earthly
tracking system during that time, and we present to you this story as further
proof in our ongoing reporting on the 666 Surveillance System.

Whole Foods Is Ashamed To Be Associated With The CIA Amazon Cartel And Tries To Hide
Amazon Name

 

By Dawn Ledst

Now that Amazon has bought Whole Foods, signs have appeared all over the Whole Foods stores
about "Prime" this and "Prime" that with the little penis-like smile symbol that Amazon has but
never the use of the word Amazon.

Whole foods did a huge series of "focus group" studies with consumers locked in conference
rooms with a two way mirror. They found out that people associate "Whole Foods" with "healthy,
crunchy, happy, rich living" and they associated "Amazon" with "Sinister, Anti-Trump, Socialist, CIA,
Spying".

Whole Foods staff have been told not to say the word "Amazon" and to try to get consumers to
sign up for the Amazon spy database by "just putting their phone numbers into this App"...

Oh Boy!
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Other cameras capture his face and appearance, associating him with locations and routes. Such tools are
invaluable to police tracking down a fugitive, but in the meantime Robin's face and license may be stored for
days, years, or even indefinitely, depending on local laws or business practices.
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